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Let G be a real reductive Lie group of class 2, and suppose that the split 
rank of G is one. We show that the asymptotic expansions of the Eisenstein 
integrals given in Harish-Chandra (1) give uniform approximation off of a 
certain naturally defined compact subset of a, the unitary dual of A; G = KAN 
being an Iwasawa decomposition of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Summary 
This is the first in a series of papers which will investigate for 0 < p < 2, 
U-harmonic analysis (together with its applications) on real reductive Lie 
groups. We shall consider this problem in the following context; all undefined 
terms unless otherwise specified are as in Section 1.2. Denote by G a group of 
class Z’ (cf. Trombi and Varadarajan [S]); K a fixed maximal compact subgroup 
of G; 0 a cartan involution of G fixing K elementwise. Let (W, T), 7 = (or , ~a) 
be a finite dimensional double unitary K-module; assume further that W is an 
associative algebra. We shall say a W-valued function f defined on G is 7- 
spherical if f (k,xk,) = T,(k,) f (x) TV (Vx E G, k, , k, E K). For every 0 < 
p < 2 define %‘p(G : W : T) as the space of Cm, W-valued T-spherical functions 
on G satisfying the conditions specified in Section 3 of Trombi and Varadarajan 
[S]. We topologize these spaces using the obvious seminorms. Let us observe 
that g2(G: W:T) =%‘(G: W:T) and that @(G : W : T) C V(G : W : T) for 
p < 2. It is the Fourier theory of these function spaces which will concern us 
here. 
More precisely, let P be a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G with 
Langlands decomposition P = MAN. Then for every irreducible discrete 
series representation w of M (note when P is minimal M is compact and all 
finite dimensional irreducible representations are square integrable), # E 
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.d(w : 15’ : T), v E u: we can define the Eiscnstein integral E(P : y’i : L’ : ,Y) (.Y t G). 
As P will be fixed throughout this discussion we shall drop the dependence of I:’ 
on P hereafter. 
Define for f~ 59(G : W : T), f : ,rl’(w : W : T,~) xa: + W as follows: 
f(#, v) = 
J 
; f(x) L;(l) : v : x) dx. 
Here dx denotes a Haar measure on G. A natural question then is to ask if one 
can characterize the image of the mapping f -+ f For the case when W -: C, 
T =: (1, 1) this was completely answered in Trombi and Varadarajan [7]. 
There are obvious properties of { (f~ ??u(G : IIf : T)) which result from the 
decay properties off and the properties of the Eisenstein integrals. However, 
essential to the complete characterization of the mapping f - f is the formation 
of “wave packets.” That is, if m: a: --f @ such that a restricted to a” belongs to 
%(a*) (the usual Schwartz space of the Euclidean space a*), # E d (w : W : TV) 
then (disregarding certain transformation properties that $ @ a: must possess) 
let 
Here ~Jv) is the Plancherel measure and one can show that +*@a E V(G : W : T) 
(cf. Harish-Chandra [3]). Then the problem of forming LP-wave packets is that 
of determining necessary and sufficient conditions on 01 and 4 @ 01 so that 
#J *BN E%?‘(G : W : T) (p < 2). It was shown in the paper of Trombi and 
Varadarajan [7] that one approach to this problem is through uniform asymptotic 
expansions of the Eisenstein integrals. 
Part I of this paper deals with the problem of uniform asymptotic expansions 
when the split rank of G is one. Part II will deal with applications of Part I to 
Fourier transform theory; subsequent papers will deal with the generalizations 
of Parts I and II to groups of higher real rank. 
We now describe the results of Part I more completely. Let P = MAN be a 
minimal parabolic subgroup of G; recall our assumption is that the 
dimension of A is one. Choose a O-stable Cartan subgroup H C P such that the 
split part of H is A, and denote by 1~ the Lie algebra of H. Finite-dimensional 
representations of M give rise to primary representations of the Lie algebra 
of M. These representations have infinitesimal characters which are (non- 
uniquely) parametrized by linear functionals on (b~)~ = (b n I), , f -= LA(K) 
and ( )e denotes complexification. We remark that if A, A’ are two linear functionals 
parametrizing the same infinitesimal character then it can be shown that (/ X 11 = 
11 A’ jl where jj . Ij denotes the norm given by the form --B(X, 6(X)), B being the 
Killing form. Let w be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of M 
and X any corresponding linear functional on (br)e . Then we show that the 
asymptotic expansion (along P) of the Eisenstein integrals E($ : v) 
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(# E &(w : W : TV), v E a:) given in Harish-Chandra [l] (cf. also Warner 
[lo, Chap. 91) is uniform off of the compact set a: = {IJ E a* : ij v Ij < 11 X 11). 
For purposes ofLP-harmonic analysis we will show in Part II that this is sufficient 
to form L”-wave packets. 
The method used in the paper of Trombi and Varadarajan [7] does not go 
over in the present more general case. Roughly speaking, if we were to attempt 
to extend that technique in a straightforward manner, we are led to perturbations 
of a system of linear differential equations, and the eigenvalues of the constant 
coefficient matrix are no longer all pure imaginary. It turns out that working 
with the Casimir alone is much better. The central point of the present work 
is the simple calculations (Lemma 5.1) which shows that the matrix of the linear 
system of differential equations that we use has only pure imaginary eigenvalues 
provided only that the continuous parameter is sufficiently large. In particular, 
this will give the uniform estimates that we need when the continuous parameter 
tends to infinity. 
Once this property of the linear system is established, there is no obstacle to 
show that uniform asymptotic expansions of the E(4) exist. This is the thrust 
of Section 5. Section 6 contains the main result of the paper (Theorem 6.2). 
Here we identify the uniform asymptotic expansion of Section 5 with the 
Harish-Chandra expansion and thereby prove that the Harish-Chandra expan- 
sion is uniform off of ah*. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Thomas Enright 
for several helpful conversations concerning this problem; special thanks are 
also given to Professor V. S. Varadarajan both for his encouragement and for 
reading this manuscript and suggesting several technical improvements. 
1.2. Notation and Preliminaries. 
We retain the above notation. Let g (resp. f) be the Lie algebra of G (resp. K), 
B the Killing form, and w the corresponding Casimir element. The differential 
of 0 will again be denoted by 0 and the resulting Cartan decomposition by 
g-f+e; ifx=expX(X~s)weputX=logx.aCswilldenoteamaximal 
Abelian subspace and c~ = f f a -+ n, G = &IN Iwasawa decompositions 
(-4 = exp a, N = exp n). If x E G, and x = IC(~) a(x)n(x), K(X) E K, u(x) E A, 
n(x) E N then we put H(x) = log a(x). Define p E a* by putting p(H) = 4 (ad,!,); 
further, let d,(a) = e”(H(a)) (a E A). We then define the standard spherical 
functions 0, 9 as follows; cur = // Xi/, if x = Iz exp X(k E K, X E s) and 
S(x) = SK e-~(H(x~)) dk (dk denoting a normalized Haar measure on K). 
Set MO = connected component of M, ill = Cent,(A), I@ = Norm,(A), 
P = MAN (m = LA(M)), p = lrt + a + n and W(-4) = I@/~%Z. The Casimir 
element of the class Z group M will be denoted w,,r . 
d(g, a) (resp. d(g, b), d(tn, $r)) denotes the set of roots of the pair (g, a) 
(resp. (g, b), (m, Ejr)). For p E d(g, Ij) (resp. L3(g, a)) gll will denote the corre- 
sponding root subspace of gc (resp. g). d+(g, a) will denote the positive system 
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of roots corresponding to n; P a positive system of roots for d(g, b) such that 
the ordering on b and a are compatible. Further we assume that P is stable 
with respect to 0 and conjugation of ge relative to the real form g. As usual we 
define P- = {A E P : h la 15 O> and P-i- = P\P--. For every h E d(g, h), Hf E be is 
that unique element such that B(H, , H) = X(H) (VH E h,). If h E Pi we denote 
by x the restriction of h to a and denote by 0~ that element of a such 
that B(& , H) =: X(H) (VH E a). 
Let Q denote the universal enveloping algebra of gc ; 31, ‘II, $, & will denote 
the subalgebras of (5 generated by (1, me), (1, a,), (1, lj,) and (1, (l)t),.. respec- 
tively. If m, = III + a, we denote the Weyl groups of the pairs (g, b), (m, , b) 
and (m, h) by W, , W,,l , and W,, , respectively. If B is a group which acts on a 
space I/’ then we shall denote by P the space of invariants of this action. Then 
it is known (cf. Varadarajan [9]) that if 3 (resp. &,,) denotes the center of CF, 
(resp. 532) then there exist cannonical mappings pLsib : 3 -F @+‘R, p,,,,,b : 
3,2l -+ !$+““I and p,,,,bt : 3”, -+ Sjwm such that any homomorphism of :{ 
(resp. 3mBI, 34 is of the form 2 - PQBJ~ : X)(z E 3, A E bt) (rev. iT1 - h,~~ 
(L : A)(& E 3% h E $3, 1- P~,:IJ~ : A)(5 E 311t , X E (b&f)). Here elements of 
$s are considered as polynomial functions on hf and p*(* : A) denotes evaluation 
at A. In particular then if (T is an irreducible representation of n/l there exists 
a W,,, orbit Co in (br): such that for any X E 0, 5 E 3,,, , u(t) --I p,nlI,,([ : A) 1, 
1 = identity operator. If W is as above, A E 1): then we denote by C”(G : W) 
(resp. P(G : W : T), resp. #(A : G : W) the space of Cz -. W valued functions 
on G (resp. T-spherical functions in C”(G : W), resp. thosefg C%(G : W) such 
that for z E 3, (.zf)(x) = pgl~Jz : A)f(x)). 
IfL is a Lie group we denote by a(L) the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of L. Let (W, T) denote as above a double unitary 
representation of K. If z (resp. 0) is a representation of G (resp. M) then 
&(r : W : T) (resp. ,&‘(a : W : T.~~)) denotes the T-spherical (resp. 7,,-spherical) 
matrix elements of 7~ (resp. 0) (cf. Trombi [6]). If 6 is an arbitrary representation 
of K and o is as above then (6 : u) denotes the multiplicity of 0 in the restriction 
of 6 to M. 
Differentiation of Cc4 functions say F by elements of 8 on the right (resp. left) 
are denoted as F(x; u) (resp. F(a; x))(x E G, a E 6). dp is treated as a zero 
degree differential operator; hence a 0 dp for a E 6 has its usual meaning. We 
often will write 7(k) w(k E K, ZL’ E W) in place of ail: and similarly ~~$12) in 
place of Zulu. 
Finally we choose and fix a square root of -1 which will be denoted by 
(- 1)lj2 throughout this paper. 
2. THE BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let notation be as in Section 1; in particular, HE a+, B(H, H) =- 1 and 
a(H) = jl 01// where N is the unique simple positive root of (g, a). If FE Cm 
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(G : W: T), a E A put FI(u) = dp(a)F(a) and F,(a) = F(a; H 0 dp). From 
Corollary 9.1.2.12 of Warner [lo] we have for any a E A’ that 
dp 0 w 0 d;’ = dp o co,,, 0 dp -’ + y(w) + 2 c e-“(1 - e-‘“)-’ dp o Qx 0 dpl 
hEP+ 
& 8 c e-2A(l _ e-2A)-2 
ASP+ 
x {dp 0 YAY+ 0 d;l + dp 0 ( YAY-Jlrl 0 dj?) 
+ 8 1 e-“(1 + e-“)(I - e-“‘)-” dp o YFtlI/_, 0 d;‘. (2.1) 
ASP+ 
Here y(w) = Hz - /I p 1j2, X*, E g;t,, is chosen so that B(X, , X-J = 1, X+A = 
YA~ + Z*, where Y*h E f, and Zi, E 5, . Hence, for t E R\(O) put 
t(t) = -2 11 01 I/ [ pe-2llYllt/(l - e-2114~) + 2qe-4lldt/(l - e-4lldt)] (2.2) 
with p = dim ga and q = dim gza . And for each X E P+ let 
+) = 8e-2ALH)t/(l _ e-2Nf)t)2, 
e-tA(H)(l + e -Paw) 
1 
(Z-3) 
L(t) = -8 (1 _ e-2tA(H92 ’ 
and a, = exp tH. Then assuming that FE &(/I : G : W) n Cm(G : W : T) we 
have the following differential equation valid for all t E R\(O). If xn(w) = 
pa,tJ~ : A) then 
xn(w) F,(e) = F&t ; 4 0 w 0 43 = F&t ; H2) - II P t&(4 
- f(t) F& ; dp o Ho d;l) + Fl(at ; dp 0 wm o d;‘) 
- ,g+ ?A(9 
x IT’& t ; dp 0 YAYeA 0 d;‘) + Fl(u, ; dp 0 (Y&,)“t’ 0 d;‘)] 
- 1 &(t) F&zt ; dp 0 Y,Ql’Y-, 0 d;‘) 
ASP+ 
Using the obvious facts thatF,(u, ; H) = F(u, ; H o dp) = Fz(a,), dp o H o d;’ =: 
H - p(H) and F,(u, ; X0 d;l) = F(a, ; X), F(u, ; Xa?) = F(X; ut) for all 
X E g we may rewite the above equation in the following form: 
2 (4 = (xii(w) + II P II”) Fdat) - 271(4 dwnt> + QW&d - II P II GW) 
+ c rlMWt) T(YAY-A) + T(YAY-A) m4) (2.4) 
AEPf 
+ c w> CA) m4 V-d 
ASP+ 
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We shall put (2.4) into vector form in the following way. Let W = W (& @2 
and ej = (Srj , S,J, j := 1, 2. Define r(A), .rU;. E Endc(C2) by letting X,(e,) =- 0, 
&l(e2) = e2 , X,(e,) = e, , X;(e,) =- 0 and r(A)e, == (xA(w) $- I/ p 1i2)e, r(A)e, = 
e, . Note that X, is a projection and X2 is nilpotent. Further, let us define 
B : A’ + Homc(W, W) by setting, for f E R\{O}, 
For F as above put 
F(a) = F,(a) 0 e, + F,(a) 0 e2 . (2.6) 
Then F : A j W and (2.4) may be put into the following final form, valid for 
t E R, t # 0: 
$ (4 = (1 0 ~(4 - ~dwn) 0 -% -t B(4) F(4. (2.7) 
Hereafter we shall refer to 1 @ r(A) - ~2(w,,,) @ X2 as the constant coefficient 
part and B(q) as the variable coefficient part of (2.7). The verification of (2.7) 
is straightforward and will be left to the reader. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR THE VARIABLE COEFFICIEKT PART 
In this section we shall study the expansion (as a series of exponentials) of B 
(defined in Section 2) at infinity on A-+. We shall need in later sections estimates 
of this expansion as well as its truncations; these will be obtained now. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) Let L, C Homc(W, W) be the additive subgroup of Horn&J’, W) 
spanned by II 01 II (1 0 Xl), II a /I II P II (1 0 X2), ~dY~y--h) 0 X2 + .2(Y,+L) 0 
x2 , and TV T2(YeA) @ -x2 (h E P’). Th en f or each k E N there exists C(k) EL, 
such that 
B(a) = c C(k)e-fia(H(a)) 
k>l 
(u E A+) (3.1) 
The series converges absolutely and uniformly for all a E A(v) = {u E A : o~(H(u)) > 
v>, v > 0. 
(ii) For every 1 > 0, I E Z, B(u; Hz) = CI;.l C,(k) e-ka(H(a)) where C,(k) = 
(-ka(H))I C(k) the series converging us in (i). 
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Let us note that 
e-2A(l _ e-2A -1 - ) - zl e-2nA, e-2y1 _ ,-2”)-2 = c ne-2nA, 
/ 71p 
and 
e-A(l + e-zA)(l - e-2”)-” = 1 (2n + l)e-(2n+l)fj. 
n>0 
Hence the existence of the C(k) EL, is clear from the definition of B. Moreover, 
if 
I/ 72P-A~v-A) 0 x2 + Tl(YAY-A) 0 x2 III II Tl(YA) 72v-A) 0 x2 I > 
then it is easily verified that 
II C(k)ll 6 (12k + 8) l P+ I b, , 
where ~ P+ j denotes the cardinality of Pf. Hence if I6 Z, I > 0 
(3.2) 
C j/ C(k)( -l~or(H))~ 11 e-ka(H(a)) < b, /I OL 11’ 1 P+ 1 c k’(12k + 8)~“” 
k>l S>l 
for all a E A(v), which gives the lemma. 
LetMEZ,M>Oandput 
B,(a) = C C(k)e-k”(H(a)). 
k>M+l 
(3.3) 
From the estimate (3.2) it is clear that for any v > 0, I > 0, I E Z there exists 
b ,“;l, > 0 such that 
2) 2 -(M+l)a(Hkd) II B&; fJ”>ll < b,:,e (Vu E A(v)). (3.4) 
In particular, there exists b,“?’ > 0 such that 
I/ B(a; H”)lj < b~vze-‘(H(a)) (Vu E A(v)). (3.5) 
4. THE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT PART 
We consider there the operator 
In particular I’(.4) will be explicitly shown to be semisimple. We will compute 
its eigenvalues, determine its spectral projections, and compute their norms as 
well as the norm of Exp U’(A) (t E R). 
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Note that T~(uJ~~) is a semisimple linear endomorphism of W. Let Bi , I + 1. . . I’, 
be an enumeration of its distinct eigenvalues. It is clear that [ej : 1 .‘:. i C: Y) ~~~ ~5~) 
where 6, :m= {p ,,,, t&w : X,) : 6 t 8(M), (~a, a),\, > 0 and h, E l]r,CV parametrizes 
the infinitestimal character of S>. Let IV, 2: {w t W : T~(w,,)zc =~~ Bizu). It is 
obvious that W = CJ, IVj (orthogonal direct sum), W := C1 II’, c? @” == xi Wi 
(orthogonal direct sum), and that r(/l)Wi C W, . In fact r(/l) / W, == 1 (i, 
(r(A) - 0,X,) / Wi . Hence the eigenvalues of I‘(A) are the same as y(A) - 19~~1~~ 
(1 < i < Y). It is easy to see that the standard basis the matrix of the operator 
y(A) - 0,X, is as follows: 
0 1 (4.2) 
x/l(w) + 11 P Ii2 - 8, 0 * 
IVe shaM assume (as this will bc sufficient for our later purposes) that A is such 
that x/,(w) + /; p II2 - ~9~ < 0 f OY all 1 < i < r. Then the matrix (4.2) can bc 
put in the form 
the eigenvalues of M(p) are -&-I)““~ so that M(p) is semisimple. In fact 
defining 
p 2: p(fl : 7 : (Ii) z--z -+-((I, - x/)(w) - !I p yy 
we have proved the following lemma. 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.1. The endomorphism I’(A) is semisimple and its eigenvalues, for A 
such that xA(w) $ ~ p ~1” -- Bi ( 0, are all of the form &(--I)’ r ~(il : T : 0;) 
where Bi E Q, . 
For any p E Ri- it is easy to see that the vectors (1, (-1)1/2p) and (1, --(- 1)‘;‘~) 
are eigenvectors of n/r(p) for the eigenvalues (-1)li2!~ and -- (- l)1/2p respec- 
tively. Also putting 
(4.5) 
we see thatF( &p) M(p) .~ +- l)ri2p F( &CL). bloreover as the Hilbert Schmidt 
norm majorizes the Hilbert norm we have 
A straightforward computation shows that 
Exp t&V(,) =- (1 - t”&2! + +P/4! - . ..) 
+ (t - P/2/3! + P/L~/~! - . ..) M 
=- cos(pt)l -+ (l/p) sin(@) M(,u). 
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Hence 
lj Exp tM(/~)j’ < (2 + t2 + ,u2)lj2 < 2 + P + 2 I t / < 2(1 + t ‘)(I -1 p). 
(4.7) 
Let 
WC,& = wj 0 @(e, 5 (--l)l:“pe,). (4.8) 
We make from now on the folloz&g notational convention that any sum denoted by 
z:i,E is a sum CI=r Ces(+r,-r). Thus for example &J = CI,E Wi,EU the sum being 
direct. Let Ei(&) denote the corresponding projection onto Wj,&U . Then the 
following lemma is a simple consequence of the definition of Ei( +p). 
LEMMA 4.2. For A E af such that x4(w) + Ij p iI2 - Bi < 0 (1 5; i :< 1’) 
(i) r(A) E,(&p(A : T : e,)) = A(- 1y ,(A : ‘T : t$) Ei( &(A : 7 : 0;)) 
(ii) xi.< &(&A : 7 : d,)) = I, I = identity operator. 
(iii) E,(&l : 7 : 0,)) Ei(6’p(A : 7 : e,)) = ~,~a,,, E+(~~(A : T : 0,)). 
It follows from (4.6) that under our standing assumption 
‘I E,(++l : 7 : e,))ll < p(A : 7 : 
ei) + p(~ : 7 : ei)-l 
2 (4.9) 
LEMMA 4.3. For A as in the preceding lemma 
The lemma follows from the fact that 
Exp tIyA) I\lvi = 1 0 Exp t(y(A) - B+Yz) Iyyi 
It is now obvious from the preceding lemma and (4.7) that the following 
estimate holds. 
LEMMA 4.4. For A such that xA(w) I- ‘I p //$ - 8, < 0 (1 < i < r) 
ii fcxp tqq < qi + 1 t ;) b~2~(1 + +d : 7 : e,)). (4.10) 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF FUNCTIONS OF TYPE II(h) 
For this section we choose and fix A’ E I$, , X’ being dominant with respect to 
P- bt , and defining the highest weight of an irreducible representation of MO; 
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put X : A’ + 6,- . ‘Il:e extend X to b, by making it zero on a,. IIoreover, we 
denote by 9 the real dual of 0, and by Fc , its complexification. Elements of e 
are extended to I~, by making them zero on ht,(~ . The Killing form restricted to c 
defines a Euclidean norm which, by duality, may be placed on F; if ~8 F .F w(’ 
denote by I’ 11 its norm. Put 
‘(v, s) == (1 ! ~ V I:)(1 I u(x)) ((v, x) E C~XG). (5.1) 
Let g == p($$) denote the algebra of polvnomial differential operators on 
2: Put 6 = 9 @,; 6(z) where (5 t2) z-r 6 x-6 If FE C’-(G), (g, , gJ E 6(z) 
then we define (g,,g,)F~ C’(G) by (g,, ~$0) :m F(gr;.~;,g~). Ifd, f C’(FXG:~), 
1) E 6 and I’ .-. 0. put 
SD,,($) = .gi 1’ D+(v : X)li E-l(x) l(v, x)i 1’. (5.2) 
If F is a finite subset of 6, we set 
SFJ(4) = 1 SD.kb). 
DeF 
Following Harish-Chandra [3] we shall say a function 4: fl-.~G + IV is of 
type II(A) if the following conditions hold. 
(i) + E C”(.FXG : IV) 
(ii) For any v t ,F:, 4, = $(v) E C=(G : W’ : T) and 
2+,, pL8,& : A ._ (-I)“%)~” w E 3). 
(iii) For an-\- ZI E 6, we can choose a number r 2 0 such that 
SD,&) cc co. 
Let 4 be a function of type II(h), m t MA, v E Y, and define $r , (6, by &(v : m) = 
d,(m)+(v : m), &,(v : m) == $(v : m; H c dp). As in Section 2 we put +(v : m) := 
&(v : m) @ e, -- &(I, : m) @ e2 Th en f rom (2.7) and recalling (4.1) we have 
(5.3) 
where we write I’(V) for r(h + (-1)‘:‘~) ( smcc we are fixing h throughout). 
ForaEA,tERweput 
qqv : a : 1) = Exp(--I+)) $(V : au,). 
Then the following equation is an easy consequence of (5.3). 
(5.4) 
Jg (v : a : 1) -= Exp(-Q)) B(aa,) +(V : au,), (5.5) 
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the equation holding for all a E A, t E R such that au, E A’. Hence, if a E ,4+ 
and t 2 0, (5.5) is certainly valid, and gives 
+(v : a : t) =- 4(v : a) -:+ SC Exp(-d’(v)) B(uu,,) +(v : au,) du (5.6) 
We now need to make a closer study of the eigenl-alues of r(r). We write 
p(v : 7 : 0) in place of ,u(X $ (l)l, ?I, : r : 0) when it is defined. 
LEMMA 5.1. If 11 v 11 > ~ h ~, then pblg(w : h + (.- 1)1 ‘v) + 11 p 112 - 0 << 0 
for all d E G, (cf. Section 4) and hence ,U(V : 7 : 8) is urell defined. 
Let {HI ,..., H,-,} be an orthonormal basis (with respect to the killing form) 
of II~,~ and 6, = $&P A, S, ,f := 4 Xlep;t h. As S,+ is zero on ljr and equal to p 
on a we have after a simple computation that 
then if 0 E 6, , ~9 = p,,, )~,(cI.J : h,) and therefore 0 = I AS ~ 2 - i! S,- 112. Therefore 
pLQIb(w : h + (-l)l/*v) t 11 p Ii2 - 0 :~ ~1 X ‘7 - ~ v iI2 - /I A,, j~2. (5.7) 
Lemma 5.1 now follows from (5.7). 
LEMMA 5.2. Forsomev,E~with~~~~;~ >!‘hI/undsomee~~~,~(~~:~:e)- 
v,(H) ifund only if I/ h iI3 = ~1 A,I;“, where 0 = pLrtt $W : Q; in this case p(v : T : 0) = 
v(H)‘for all TV E 9, with 11 v /I :B i’ X 1’. 
From (5.7) we have p(vo : 7 : 19)~ == 1 X, ii2 -1 /j v0 F - !’ h j2 = 1~ 1~” 1i2. Hence 
1) h, /I == // h /I2 and therefore ~(v : T : fl)z 7:: 1’ v /12. 
Put 
FA c (v E 3 : ,j v /I > I/ A ;I}. (5.8) 
LEMMA 5.3. For a E A+, v E FA 
exists and is given by 
(5.9) 
&(v : a) = +(v : a) + jrn Exp(-UT(V)) B(ua,) (P(v : UUJ du (5.10) 
0 
the integral being absolutely convergent. 
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It is enough to prove the lemma for a t &Q(V) for any a > 0. Hence let us 
fix z, > 0. As 4 is of type II(X) then corresponding to the subset FH of 6 given 
byF, = ((1, l), (1, H)) there exists yli 2 0 such that for all a E A(v), ]I 4(~ : u)]l<: 
SFH,7H($) / (v, u)lr~. Combining (3.5) and (4.10) and the estimate of II 4 ii we 
have for any v E cFA , a E J(w) 
‘~ EXp(-UT(v)) B(UU,) 4(V : UU,)i’ 
.< 2(1 + U) M;x(l -t /J(L’ : 7 : 0,)) bl;% l(H(nnJ) . S,,*,,($b) i(v, aC#“H. 
(5.11) 
It is clear from (5.7) that there exists C, > 0 such that 
so 
2 I(v, a)lr M~X{l + /J(v : T : 0,)) < c, /(v, u)lr+l (a E A) (5.12) 
Hence we have 
s 
t ii Exp(-UT(v)) B(aa,) +(v : uu,)‘l du 
0 
< C,zyS FH,TH(+) I(v, u)lTH+l e-’ ft (1 1 ~)‘~~‘e--~““’ du. 
- 0 
From this estimate it is clear that the limit (5.9) exists and is given by (5.10). 
COROLLARY 1. For a t .I+~ and a’ E CI(A+), v E .P such that (/ v II :> ,: A 1: 
we have 
&(I’ : au’) 7 Exp[cX(H(u’)) T(Y)] &(V : u). 
As a’ E CI(A+), aa’ t A 1 and 
&,(I/ : au’) -= fi$ Exp(--F(v)) +,(v : aa’u,) 
= ‘,iT Exp(--qv)) 4(v : q+a(H(n’))) 
= Exp[4H(a’)) Q,)l ;g %-(t + @(W4) r(v)1 4b : ~%+d*cd,,) 
But ol(H(u’)) > 0 hence s =m I -t ol(H(u’)) > t. Therefore 
&(v : au’) = Exp[z(H(u’)) T(V)] ai+? Exp[-S(v)] +(v : au,) 
_ e~(~(~m(q& : u). 
COROLLARY 2. If a E A und u’,a” E A+ are such that a’u, u”a E =2~- then 
Exp[--(H(u”)) T(Y)] +Jv : au”) x: Esp[--cu(H(u’)) T(V)] +%(v : an’). 
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We may assume without loss of generality that (a’)-%~” E -4 M, the case a’ = a” 
being trivial. Then 
Exp[-~(H(a”)) I+)] &(v : au”) = Exp[-z(H(a”)) T(V)] &,+ : aa’(a’ 
:= Exp[--ol(W(a”)) T(V)] exp[a(H((n’)-la”) I+)] $$,(V : cza’) 
= Exp[--a(l-l(a’)) T(v)] $J,,(v : au’). 
We now use Corollary 2 to extend &(~)(1, v ,I > ,i ,A 11) to A. That is we put for 
a E A 
&(v : a) = Exp[--a(H(a’)) T(V)] &(v : ua’) 
for anv a’ E A+ such that au’ E d +. Corollary 2 guarantees that this definition is 
independent of the choice of u’ and further that 
$,(v : au’) = Exp[a(H(u’)) T(V)] &(v : a) (a, a’ E A). 
In particular 
4,(v : 4 = Exp[4fW WI 4m(, :1) (a E A). 
LEMMA 5.4. q& is a C” function on &xA. If k > 0, k E Z, a E A+, v E FA 
then 
&(I/ : a; Wk) = F+i Exp[-tr(v)] +(v : a; Hk : t) (u E 24). (5.13) 
.In fact if k, a, and v me as above then 
&(v : a; H”) = c$(v : 
x 4(v : aa, ; LF) du. 
Finally we have 
&(v : a; II”) = Exp[a(H(u)) F(V)] $J& : 1; H”) (a E A+) (5.15) 
To see that 4, is a Cm function on FY, x A we show that 4, is Cm on E x A+. 
Then by definition of r(u) and the extension of 4, to @, x A it is clear that & 
is CJr on PA x A. In order to prove the result on %A x A+ it is enough to show 
that if mj (1 .< j < 4) are nonnegative integers and C, x C, C 4 x A+ is a 
compact set then, 
s 
m 
sup 
0 (v,ak-.,zc~ /I g Exp[--u0)1 %a, ; Elmz) 4 (v; ; : au, ; H=Q)// du < co. P3 
(5.16) 
Using Lemma 4.3 we can calculate the derivatives of Exp[--ur(v)] with respect 
to V. We easily find that the integrand of (5.15) is O((I + U)~S e-uil”li). This 
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gives the required convergence. So 4, E Ca(gA x A+) and its derivatives can 
be calculated formally. This gives (5.14) and in turn (5.13). 
To get (5.15) we note that if a E A- we can choose 6, > 0 such that if 1 tj 1 < 6, 
(1 <j < k) then a Exp t&Z ... Exp tHk E A+. Hence 
&(v : 1; H”‘) = (81, T at,) &(u : exp t&Z ... exp tkH), t, E a.* z t, z.z 0. 
But by definition if i tj 1 < 6, (1 < j < k), 
&(v : exp t,H ... exp tkH) = Exp[-a(H(a)) T(Y)] &,(v : a exp t,H ... exp tkH). 
Therefore 
44~ : 1; H’) = ( atk f.: at,) Exp[--ol(H(a)) T(V)] &(v : a exp t,H **a exp tkH), 
t, _- .-* = t, EYz 0 
= Exp[--cu(H(u)) F(V)] &(Y : a; H’). 
LEMMA 5.5. Given k E Z, k > 0 there exists rlc >, 0 and for any v > 0, 
CT*” > 0 such that 
/I +(v : a; Hk) - +,(v : a; H”)jj < C$VkS,,,,($) I(v, u)lrk+l e-u@‘(a)) 
(a E A(v), v E zq. 
Here Fk = ((1, (3 Hk), (1, (F) H”-i) ,..., (1, 1)) C 6,. 
From (5.14) we have for a E A(v), /I v (I > II h Ii that 
j/ $J(V : a; Hk) - &(v : a; H&)/l 
< 1% jl ExP[--uWl i (;) Wau 
Using (3.5) and (4.10) we see that this is 
; HZ) t#J(v : au, ; Hk-z) 11 du. 
x la (I + u)e+“‘ir” f !I( !) +(v : au, ; Hkez) 11 du. 
I=0 
Hence as+ is of type II(X) there exists yk >, 0 such that withF, as in the statement 
of the lemma this is 
X s 
m (1 + 2~) I(v, uuU)lrk e-““or” du. 
0 
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Hence combining (5.12) with the inequality I(v, ua&Q < ](v, u)(Q (1 + u)” 
the above inequality becomes 
< C, 34~2~ {b,“,‘} l(v, a)jTk+’ j-m (1 + ~)‘r+‘e-“!!~” du * e-a(H(a? 
. . 0 
Hence letting 
Cys” = C, Max(bFsz} 6 (1 + ~~+‘e?“‘~” du 
the result follows. 
COROLLARY. There exists CT,” > 0 such that 
II 4& : 1; fm G e;,“&*,&$) I(b wlr.k+2 GJq 
where I@, W>i = (1 + II v Ml + II H II). 
Let a, = exp H. Then for v E FA , 
II A& : 1; ff”)Il = II EXp[--r(v)] #,(v : a, ; H”>ll 
< II Exp[--r(v)ll/ II A& : a, ; H”)II 
< 2C4 + II v IO II A& : a, ; Wll 
< 2.W -t II v ll>(ll +(v :a, ; Hk) - C& : a, ; H”)ll + II +(v :a, ; H”)ll). 
Now using the fact that with Fk defined as in the lemma that /I 4(v : a, ; H”)ll < 
Sre,rk(#) I(v, H)l+, then by the result of the lemma the above inequality becomes 
Hence putting CT;,” = 4 Max{C,3k, I} . C, the result follows. 
Let 0, ,..., 8, be the possible values of 0 E &, (cf. Section 4). Write 
Ei(lp(v : T : 8,)) = Ei(-&(v)). F oreveryi,KEZ,K>O,l <i<r,eE{l,-1) 
we shall inductively define (on n) C” functions Piyik : FA --+ &’ for n = 0, 1,2,... 
as follows: For n = 0, k E Z,(k > 0, E E {I, -13 define 
P,“;“(v) = E,(q~(v)) +,(v : 1; Hk). (5.17) 
Recalling the definition of Ei and given Lemma 5.4 it is clear that Pf.;” is a Cm 
function on the open set gA . Let us assume therefore that PF,;k has been defined 
forallO~n,<N-l,k~0,1<i~r,~~(1,-l}andN>1. 
Recalling our notational convention we put 
f’:;“(v) = - II 01 II--l go ( ;) 1 -%(E’PJ 
8,F’ 
E/Q- (-I)l” E’,u,-N)-’ F Cz(N- P + 1) pt;l,k--I 
p-1 
(4). 
(5.18) 
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Kate that since pLI and pS are real, ((--1)‘:” EP, -~ (- I)%‘~,. -- S)mL is every- 
where defined on Sy, , hence PC:” is Cd on E, 
The Pi”,,:“’ will be shown to be coefficients of an asymptotic expansion of 4. 
Before we can show this however we shall need some preparation. L,ct 0 I~ 08 
and put 
LEMMA 5.6. For every o E R-’ there exists C’,,, swh that 
We recall that PI(v) == (- I! X 112 + 11 v :/a -: A, ‘:‘)r ‘I. Hence there esists 
c.0 , A 0 such that 
U < pi(V) < C:,,(l -i I V ,). 
The lemma follows then from (4.9). 
LEMMA 5.7. Given integers N Y> 0 and k 3 0 and CT E W there exists constants 
A;:;. > 0, rkSN > 0 such that 
II q;"(a < ~,k:P,k,T,(~)(l -t II " IIP" 
(VO < n < N, 1 :< i < r, v t.%(a), t E (1, -- 1)) (5.20) 
with Fk , rk as in Lemma 5.5. 
The proof is by induction on 1~. For n = 0 we have by Lemma 5.6 and the 
corollary to Lemma 5.5 the inequality 
For arbitrary N 3 1, assume the result for earlier values and use (5.9). To 
estimate // C,(N - P -I- l)il use (3.2) and the definition of C’, ; for v E Z&(G), 
// E,(c’~~)ll is majorized by C,,,(l + j v 1)“; and finally note that 
1(-l)‘/” l pi - (-1)“2 c’,uLs - N 1-1 s; N-l < 1. 
Then we get the estimate (5.20) for suitable A:$, and rk,N . 
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We now define for M > 1, k E Z, k > 0, 
4M,?b : 4 = &b : a; H’;) - Jorn Exp[-UT(V)] $a ( ; ) B(ac7, ; Hz) 
M-1 
x c 1 P,“,;“-‘(v) e 
((-l)“SEui(“)-n)o(H(oo,,)) du (5.21) 
,1=0 i-r 
R:.M~ : 0) = - ;, (;) z jrn Exp[-UT(U)] 
Z,E 0 
(( X C C,(m) PF,$-“(u)e - l)“*~~~(y)-(n+m))a(H(aa,)) du 1 
OgQ&l 
n+;;l>j‘M+1 (5.22) 
R;,M(~ : u) = - i ( ‘t ) 1; Exp[-UT(V)] B,(aa,, ; Hz) 
1=0 
LEMMA 5.8. (i) The integrals dej%ing (5.21, 22, 23) converge ubsolutely and 
uniformly for (v, u) EPA(u) X A(v), a > 0, u > 0. 
(ii) For (v, a) E 3$ x A+ 
c$~.~(v : a) = f C P,“;“(v)e ((-l)“?F~i(“)--n)u(H(n)) f R~M(v: u) -1 R;.,(v : a). 
?I=0 i.c 
(5.24) 
(i) is obvious if we combine (5.20) with (3.2) and (3.4). For (5.24) we note 
that for (v, a) E 4 x A-l~ there exists (J > 0, v > 0 such that (v, u) E FA((r) x A(v) 
and hence, 
M-l 
(( ;< C 1 Pz;“-‘(v)e - 1)“2r~~I(Y)--n)a(H(an,)) &, ,- R;,M(v 
n-0 i.r 
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= $%& : a; fq - f i (f ) x c Es(E’p,) [ $ C,(n’ - p c 1) ‘;,;‘.“-I(“)] 
n'-1 LO i.r R.E' ,,k, 
x I 
cT &-1)" -L,w ( l)"'r'u,(r)~n')ullall & 
0 
x e((-1)';'"‘,(8)-"')'(N(")) 
+- I&(" : u) -1-m A!;,& : u). 
Hence by definition of the P,“,i,’ the result follows upon integrating. We shall 
need some formal properties of the 4,,r.7i which we now list. First we note that 
by (5.24) 
7 4& : a) - 1’ F:xp[--r(,)l -f. (; ) ~(~~u ; I-1’) +M-,,,-,(v : aa,,) du 
-i jm Exp[-U(v)] ; B(au, ; Hz) R,“&(v : UUJ du. (5.25) 
a=1 0 1-O 
Consequently, we have 
-A%-l,k--I@ : aa,; W-l)) du + m’l ?irn Exp[--uQ)] 
x 2 R(au,; Hz) R:r;&(v : au,) du. 
I=0 
(5.26) 
We now observe that the functions 4 M,7C give uniform approximation to 4 and 
that the difference between +M1,k and the exponential series with coefficients 
PC;” is again uniformly estimated in all parameters. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Given integers M > 1, k > 0 there exists dk,,tf > 0 and 
for any v >, 0, c > 0, D:I~,~ > 0 such that with F, , Y,: us in Lemma 5.5 we 
have 
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We shall prove (ii) first and then using (ii) and induction on M prove (i). We 
use the definitions (5.22) and (5.23). For estimating /I Exp[-uT(~)]ll use (4.10); 
for 11 P~~-‘(v)ll use (5.20); f i u = 1 use (3.2) and the definition of C,(k) to 
estimate /j C,(k)jJ; if 01= 2 use (3.4) to estimate Ij B,,,,(a; H’)Jj; (ii) is then obvious. 
We now proceed to prove (i). For M = 1 we have by (5.26) 
11 $(v : a; Hk) - &,(v : u)‘l 
33 < 
i I! 0 
’ Exp[-UT(V)] 2 B(uurL ; Hz) 11 
Z=O 
x ji +(v : a; H k--l) _ c P~:~-Z(v)e(-~)1’2’~‘i(~)1(H(nn,)) 11 du 
Z.E 
But 
c P~;~-z(v)e(-1)1'2E~i(Y)~(H(aa,)) = C E~(<,&~)) g,&, : *),(-l)"'~ll~(r)~(H(aau)) 
i.r i.r 
= &,(v : au, ; H”-1). 
Hence using Lemma 5.5 (with notation of the lemma) we put 
c,” k = oyc44k{c~‘k-z}, fk = i\lIax{rkpz} + 1; 
we then have the inequality 
/I 4(v : a; H”) - cP,.& : u>l: 
,< C’;*kSFk,,(+) lrn I/ Exp[--uI’(v)] B(auzl ; Hz)11 I(v, au,)] ik e-a(H(aaU)) du. 
Arguing as before we obtain (i) for arbitrary k > 0 and M = 1. Assume then 
the existence of Dz:,“,, > 0 and d,,,,, > 0 for all k 3 0 and 0 < m < M - 1, 
M 3 1. Again using (5.26) together with the induction hypothesis and (ii) we 
obtain the desired inequality. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Given in.te,oers M 3 1, k > 0 there exists dk,M 3 0 and 
for any u > 0, v > 0, D:::,,b, > 0 such that with Fk , rk us in Lemma 5.5 we have 
u; Hk) _ f C ~~;k(~)~((-l)~“fu~(~)-“)a(H(a)) 11 
n=o i.E 
< C%., sFk,,(+) I(,,, u)l”w e-(M+l)a(H(n)) (Vv E .qa>, u E A(w)). 
(5.27) 
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The corollary follows on combining (5.26) with (i) and (ii) of Proposition 5.1. 
Taking the first component of 4 we get 
THEOREM 5.1. Let q5 be a function qf type II(h). Then for an3 k E Z, k ;,: 0 
there exist Cm functions p:,,;” . & ---f TV (n == 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1 C i < Y, E E [l , ~ I:) 
such that under the conditions of the sfatement of Proposition 5.2 
(Vv E ,FA(o), a t A(v)). 
(5.28) 
6. THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
Let w E S2(M) and 4 E .B!(u : W : TV,). We define for I’ E 37 the Eisenstein 
integral E(I,/J) as 
E(z) : v : x) = f $(xk) T(k-l)e(iv-dH(1.7c) dk, 
. k 
where $(l) E IV” (ZL’ E II’ : ~r(vz)zc w,(m), nl E :1f), and 4(x) = ‘(K(X)) #(I), 
x = K(z) U(x) n(x), K(x) E kr, U(x) E A, and n(x) E ,V. It is shown in Harish- 
Chandra [3] that E(4) is a function of type II(A), where h E @jr): is any dominant 
linear functional parametrizing the infinitisimal character of w (recall we are 
in the rank one situation). In particular then, the results of Section 5 are ap- 
plicable to E(G). On the other hand, in his paper Harish-Chandra [l] (cf. also 
Warner [lo, Chap. 9]), Harish-Chandra gives the following expansion of E(#) 
in terms of exponential functions on A; we specialize this result to the rank 
one case. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exist certain meromovphic functions C, (s E W(A)) on & 
and rational functions r,, (n = 0, 1, 2,...) on ,e all with values in Hom( W”, W.zf) 
such that for a E A 1, 
d&4 E($ : v : a) = c 1 r,,(sv) Cs(v)e((-l)l.l~““-nn)Ho) (a t A ‘). (6. I) 
sew(A) n>o 
Here v varies in a certain open dense subset *SC of 8. , the functions r, are given by 
certain explicit recursion formulas, depending on 7. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Fix v E *Fc n S, and integers N > 0, k + 0. Then given any 
v > II a: jj there exists C~J: > 0 such that 
I! 
E(gJ : v : a; HP c d,) 
- ,E& i. ((- 1)' p W(H) - 77~(H))~ T?,(sv) C~(v)e((-l)““su-na)~“f) in 
(6.2) 
In order to prove the lemma we need the following lemma of Helgason [l] 
(cf. also Lemma 9.1.4.4 of Warner [lo]). 
LEMMA 6.2. Fix v E *.F c . Then there exists a constant M(v, H) :> 0 such that 
~’ T,,(sv)~~ .< M(v, H) er2fic1’) (Vn 3 0). (6.3) 
From (6.1) it is clear that (6.2) will follow if we can show that there exists 
C$;; > 0 such that for all a E ,4(v) (v Y, I’ a: 11) 
But by (6.3) the left-hand side of (6.4) is 
< e(N+l)(a) M;x{ll C,(v) 1/~(1)1!} M(u, H) 1 n ‘e ir n(!lnll~o(H("))e~("+l)L(H(a)) 
As 1; 01 I/ - or(H(a)) < 1 - u < 0 (Va E A(v)) then 
(6.4) 
Hence the lemma follows. 
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Now let 4 = I?($); then in the notation of Theorem 5.1 we have 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For arbitrary integers N > 0, k > 0 and v E FA n *SC 
--= 2 f ((-I)‘!” sv(H) - m(H))” T,(sv) C,(v) l/J(l) 
stW(A) n=o 
x e((-l) '!~s"(H)-na(H))t (vt > 0). (6.5) 
Let *F,, denote those v E SA n *Fc such that pi(v) f &v) for i f j. Then 
*gA is an open dense subset of flA n *Fc and it is sufficient therefore to verify 
(6.5) on *F* . But combining (6.2) and (5.28) with 4 = E(4) and v > I/ OL !/ we 
see that there exists a constant D,V$ > 0 such that 
7, k -(N+l)f .< D,;,e (6.6) 
An elementary argument (cf. Trombi and Varadarajan 17, Appendix, Lemma 21) 
now gives the proposition. 
THEOREM 6.2. For arbitrary integers M ;& 1, k > 0 there exists a constant 
d k,hf > 0 and for any v > 0, CT x-0 0, a constant DT;:,,,, > 0 such that with F, 
and yk as in Lemma 5.5 zLe have 
/I E(# : v : a; H? o dp) - f c ((-1)“” W(H) ~- ncx(H))X 
n=a SEW(A) 
x r,(sv) C,(V) $( 1)e 
< D,“,y&$,.JE(11,)) i(v, a)p” e-(Mil)h(H(o)) (Vv E *q n .%(a), a E L4(7d). 
(6.7) 
Choose and fix B > 0. Then (6.7) f 11 o ows for v E 4(u) upon combining 
Proposition 6.1 with Theorem 5.1 with (b : E(G). 
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